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“Widespread smart meter deployment should create
significant opportunities for energy suppliers, allowing

them to offer more innovative and tailored tariffs and
products. For example, the technology makes it possible

for suppliers to offer ‘time-of-use tariffs’, charging a lower
price for power at off-peak times, such as the weekend, and

higher prices on high demand weekdays."
Claudia Preedy - B2B Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• What is the potential impact of Brexit on the UK's renewable energy policy?
• Have government subsidy cuts for some renewable technologies affected investor

confidence?
• How have smaller energy suppliers managed to gain market share from the 'big six' in

recent years?
• What opportunities do smart meters offer for energy suppliers?

The terms of reference for this report concern the UK energy market, specifically:
• Electricity generation and demand
• Gas supply and demand
• Retail energy market
Electricity generation refers to companies producing electricity in power stations that operate under
generation licences. The report covers the following:
• coal generation
• gas
• nuclear
• renewables (wind, solar, hydro, bioenergy, etc.)
The UK gas market can be separated into two sections: upstream (gas supply) and downstream (gas
demand). The report covers gas supply (production, imports, exports) and the downstream activities of
supply to the industrial, commercial, power generation and domestic sectors.
The retail energy market covers home energy providers in the UK, including:
• Electricity suppliers
• Gas suppliers
This report covers the residential energy supply market and excludes business customers.
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Cheap fixed tariffs have become focal point of competition...

... but most households remain on more expensive standard variable tariff

Independent suppliers are rapidly gaining market share
Figure 47: Domestic gas supply market shares in Great Britain, by company 2011-15

Figure 48: Domestic electricity supply market shares in Great Britain, by company 2011-15

Lower prices and differentiation strategies drive growth of independent suppliers

Future rise in wholesale prices could put smaller suppliers at risk

Poor customer service and complaints handling remains an industry-wide issue
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Smart meter roll-out programme
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Nearly one in five switched supplier in the past 12 months because their tariff had expired
Figure 51: Reasons for changing gas/electricity supplier in the last 12 months, May 2016
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Most people (71%) agree that it is easier to manage energy bills online than other methods
Figure 52: Attitudes towards gas and electricity suppliers, May 2016
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Figure 59: Financial analysis of Npower, 2010-14

Figure 60: RWE - UK revenue segmental analysis, 2015

Company strategy
Figure 61: Financial analysis of E.ON Energy Solutions, 2011-15
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Company strategy and outlook
Figure 63: Financial analysis of ScottishPower Energy Retail, 2011-15

Figure 64: ScottishPower revenue segmental analysis, 2015

Company strategy and outlook
Figure 65: Financial analysis of SSE, 2011-15

Figure 66: SSE revenue segmental analysis, 2015

Company strategy
Figure 67: Financial analysis of Ecotricity Group, 2011-15

Company strategy and outlook
Figure 68: Financial analysis of First Utility, 2010-14

Company strategy
Figure 69: Financial analysis of Good Energy Group, 2011-15
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National Grid’s Future Energy Scenarios
Figure 71: Annual power demand in Great Britain, 2016-40
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Figure 77: Future potential energy mix in 2035, by scenario

E.ON Energy

ScottishPower Energy Retail

SSE

Ecotricity Group

First Utility

Good Energy Group

Future Energy Demand
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Interconnectivity between European countries to increase
Figure 78: Existing and planned interconnectors, as of June 2016

Gas demand forecast
Figure 79: Forecast UK gas demand, 2016-40

Trade associations and regulatory bodies

Trade magazines

Further Sources and Contacts
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